This paper presents a fully calibrated extended geometric approach for gaze estimation in three dimensions (3D). The methodology is based on a geometric approach utilising a fully calibrated binocular setup constructed as a head-mounted system. The approach is based on utilisation of two ordinary web-cameras for each eye and 6D magnetic sensors allowing free head movements in 3D. Evaluation of initial experiments indicate comparable results to current state-of-the-art on estimating gaze in 3D. Initial results show an RMS error of 39-50 mm in the depth dimension and even smaller in the horizontal and vertical dimensions regarding fixations. However, even though the workspace is limited, the fact that the system is designed as a head-mounted device, the workspace volume is relatively positioned to the pose of the device. Hence gaze can be estimated in 3D with relatively free head-movements with external reference to a world coordinate system and is therefore offering flexibility and movability within certain constraints.
Introduction
This paper presents an extended use of a known geometric approach for estimating gaze in 3D. The methodology is based on the monocular geometric approach proposed by [Guestrin and Eizenman 2006] , however, in this paper we extend this to a fully calibrated binocular setup designed as a head-mounted system. Furthermore, magnetic 6D pose sensors are included to enhance the system even further allowing free head movements within the limits of the working volume of the pose sensors. The system is based on two ordinary inexpensive web-cameras for each eye accompanied by the 6D pose sensors. This system is a step towards enhanced gaze tracking which would benefit persons with reduced mobility to interact with intelligent environments. Another aspect of usage is guiding of focus of a robot to where the human attention is addressed in a human-robot collaboration scheme as the eyes are often seen as a window to the where our fucus is addressed.
The world we are living in and are interacting with is three dimensional, and hence our gaze is also represented and used in 3D. More sophisticated methods for human-computer/human-robot in-teraction can be achieved and investigated utilising 3D gaze pointers instead of the traditional 2D approaches. The presented method leaves out the fundamental screen used in many gaze tracking system for pointer control and moves on towards 3D with no strings attached (within the working volume). Furthermore no scene camera is being used. The presented approach can be utilised in various "non-pointer-control" applications.
Cameras based gaze tracking have been investigated for many years and most gaze-trackers have been utilised for two dimensional purposes. These range from gaze interaction on computer screens or as communication means or for tracking visual attention etc. In resent years 3D features and 3D representations of the eye has utilised to estimate the gaze, but mostly still interacting with 2D surface [Hansen and Ji 2010] . Others have accomplished to estimate the gazed point or gazed volume in 3D space and hence moving away from 2D applications [Hennessey and Lawrence 2009; Boev et al. 2012 ] -one being a head-mounted device allowing limited free head movements and the another a fixed head setup utilising a 3D display.
The device presented within this paper utilises the methodology of [Guestrin and Eizenman 2006] for estimating visual axes of both eyes in 3D. The 3D point-of-gaze (POG) is then estimated as their theoretical point of intersection in 3D space. The position and orientation of the head mounted tracking device is concurrently being tracked by utilisation of magnetic 6D pose-sensors (Euclidean translation: x, y, z and rotation: roll, pitch, yaw) with respect to an external world coordinate system. All sensors, cameras and 6D pose sensors, are mounted on the device, hence it can be freely moved and oriented within the volumetric limitations provided by the base unit for the magnetic sensors.
System overview
The physical device developed is based on a 3D printed CAD model seen in figure 1, hence relatively cheap and easy to reproduce and is printed in a relatively stiff material (plastic, specific type unknown, approx. 200g) depending on the density and thickness. The device has multi-adjustable parts for adjusting the position and orientation of the cameras with respect to each other and the eyes. Two cameras are used for each eye to avoid making assumptions about certain parameters of the eye. The cameras are commonly available web cameras slightly modified by adding infrared (IR) bandpass filters and replacement of factory pre-mounted IR sources with components of known specifications to satisfy the safety guidelines stated by [Lange et al. 2008] . Two IR sources are used for each eye. The volumetric workspace is positioned in front of the device and comprises a volume as sketched in figure 2 which is about 25 cm in depth from approx. 20 cm in front of the eyes and a horizontal and vertical angle of ±15
• and ±10
• respectively.
External reference model
The basic system proposed by [Guestrin and Eizenman 2006 ] is a remote gaze tracking model with the visual axis and POG estimated in 3D relatively to the coordinate system of the fixed cameras. To estimate the POG in 3D within a world frame, when migrating from a remote system to a head mounted system, we need a relationship to a fixed world coordinate system in 3D space. This relationship is estimated through two magnetic 6D pose-sensors (trakSTAR, for further information we refer to 1 ) which allows free head movement within the workspace of the pose-sensors. A third sensor is used as a 3D reference point for calibration and verification. The cameras and light sources are grouped into two sets; camera-set 1 includes cameras 1 and 2 plus light source 1 and 2, cameras-set 2 includes cameras 3 and 4 plus light sources 3 and 4. A calibration pattern (checkerboard) is used to calibrate the two stereo sets to gain the extrinsics. A pose sensor is related to each camera-set. The relationship between the camera-sets and the pose sensors is fixated. The transformation matrices between the local origins of the coordinate systems of the camera-sets (O j ) to the coordinate systems of the pose-sensors (M k ) are estimated though a calibration routine utilising the combined "checkerboard-pose sensor calibrationunit" (CPCU) depicted in figure 3. The pose of the checkerboard (CB) is estimated utilising POSIT [DeMenthon and Davis 1995] and camera 1 while knowing the pose of the CPCU through the pose-sensor 3. The fully calibrated system [Hansen and Ji 2010] is related to the world coordinate system (W) through the posesensors on the device, which for camera set 1 can be seen in figure 3. The pose-sensors provide 3D position and 3D orientation of the camera sets with respect to the base unit of the pose-sensors. Hence, the two camera-sets are now related to each another and the world frame ( base unit of the pose-sensors system).
Methods
The overall gaze tracking system is based on general theory on geometric approaches presented by [Guestrin and Eizenman 2006] which allow us to use a simplified eye model and leave out most assumptions or estimations on user parameters, except for the offset between the optical and the visual axes, and the cornea modelled as a sphere.
System model for a single eye
In the following the system model for a single eye is presented. For a more thorough walk-through we refer to [Guestrin and Eizenman 2006] . The light-sources (IR-sources) li and their corresponding reflections on the cornea will be modelled as points-sources and points. The locations of the light-sources relatively to the coordi- (Euclidean coordinates). Only the relationship to camera-set 1 is shown. A similar approach is used for camera-set 2.
nate system of the cameras are expected to be known. The cameras are modelled as pin-hole cameras, and the centre of projection, Oj of camera j, plus the translation and rotation between the cameras are assumed known from stereo calibration. Furthermore, the centre of the pupil vj in the image-plane of camera j and the centre of the i th cornea reflection uij are assumed known in the coordinate system of camera 1 (or camera 3 for camera-set 2). The origin of the coordinate system of the cameras is selected to be the centre of projection O1 of camera 1 and O3 of camera 3 as seen in figure 3. Points in bold font are represented as 3D column-vectors in a right-hand Cartesian coordinate system. The cornea is modelled as a sphere. The estimation of the centre of the corneal curvature and the optical and visual axes are based on [Guestrin and Eizenman 2006] using two cameras and two reflections. The centre of the corneal curvature is extracted followed by derivation of the optical axis, and then the offset between the optical and the visual axis is estimated. The steps for obtaining the 3D representation of the optical axes for each eye is performed as presented in [Guestrin and Eizenman 2006] .
The user calibration is obtained as proposed by [Hennessey and Lawrence 2009] with the representation of the axes from [Guestrin and Eizenman 2006] . The optical axis can be described in spherical coordinates as a horizontal and a vertical rotation around the center of the corneal curvature c. The angles θH and θV represents the angles for the horizontal and the vertical rotations, respectively. The optical axis is represented by the direction vector s seen in figure 4 , left panel [Guestrin and Eizenman 2006; Hennessey and Lawrence 2009] . Finally, the visual axis can be found by adding the signed offsets to the spherical representation of the direction-vector s for the optical axis. The visual axis is then found by a translation of the direction-vector s2 of the visual axis to the centre of the corneal cur-vature c. The axis is now represented in both the camera-frame(s) and the world-frame.
Extended binocular model
The method for estimating the optical axis of each eye utilizes an internal geometric model of the eye, the locations of the two cameras and the two light sources. The monocular model by [Guestrin and Eizenman 2006] is extended to include all four cameras and four light sources -two of each for each eye. The model also includes the pose-sensors for world coordinates reference, see figure 5 . The model in figure 5 depicts the eyes (top-view) with the cameras directed towards the eyes. Furthermore, the IR light-sources are positioned such that reflections from e.g. light-source 1 and 2 only, are present in the left eye. The relative positions between the cameras [Guestrin and Eizenman 2006] and the light-sources are known through the design model. Each camera-set is undertaken a stereo calibration. The interrelationship between the camera-sets is found by calibrating the pose-sensors with respect to their respective camera-set, which then are linked through the pose-sensors. Hence a fully calibrated geometry of the device is achieved. The world frame relationship is obtained as described in 2.1.
When the visual axes for both eyes have been estimated and related via the pose-sensors and related to the 3D-space, the POG can be estimated. As both visual axes are represented in world-frame, the 3D-POG can be estimated as the intersection of the two axes also described in [Hennessey and Lawrence 2009] .
A temporal average filtering of the estimated centres of the corneal curvature, the visual axes and the 3D-POG has been utilised and examined by [Hennessey and Lawrence 2009] . These evaluations indicate that by usage of temporal average filtering on these data, the accuracy and stability can be increased during fixations. Based on their reporting, an average filtering of these points and axes has be included in the evaluation of the device.
Experiments and results
The device has been evaluated with respect to fixations, smooth pursuits and saccades. These preliminary experiments are the initial tests of the device, and the measurements are based on a single test person. In the evaluation of fixations, a number of known 3D reference-points structured in a planar grid was gazed for a duration of 10 sec. each. The reference-points were located at different depths between 33 cm to 40 cm from the eyes. No data were recorded when switching points. Head movements were not allowed during the recordings to test the fixations. To increase stability a temporal average filter of 6 consecutive measurements was used. The filter was applied to the estimated centres of the corneal curvatures, the visual axis and the POG for increased stability as mentioned by [Hennessey and Lawrence 2009] . For the fixation test, a number of known 3D points were gazed for 10 sec. each (no blinking and no head movements). The overall results for fixations are -30 mm in mean error distance and a std. deviation of 18 mm both regarding depth. The horizontal and vertical dimensions are significantly smaller (approx. 7 mm mean error distance and a std. deviation of 3-4 mm).
In the evaluation concerning smooth pursuits a moving referencepoint has been used with head movement allowed (no blinking). The reference-point was moved at a mean speed of 112.6 mm/sec (std. dev. 6.3 mm/sec) over a mean distance of 469 mm (std. dev. 11.3 mm) in a horizontal direction from A to B 10 times. Similarly in the vertical direction the mean speed was 64.1 mm/sec (std. dev. 9.9 mm/sec) over a mean distance of 227 mm (std. dev. 6.7 mm).
The average filter was initially implemented for gaining more stability in the measurements. However, the nature of an average introduce a delay in the output response and the estimated POG will therefore lag behind the moving reference-point. Examples of this are seen in figure 6 on the left side (avg. filter size = 6). Each point represent the error for one A-B trajectory. When the average filtering is not used, the estimated POG catches up with the moving reference-point and the error decrease significantly as seen in figure 6 on the right (avg. filter size = 0). The overall mean distance error in depth from the experiments, when no average filter is used, was approx. -36 mm (std. dev. 32 mm) in the horizontal direction. In the vertical direction the mean depth error was approx. 15 mm (std. dev. 40 mm). The experiments concerning saccades was conducted by having one known fixed reference-point and a second point 10 cm apart in the horizontal direction. The measurements starts by having the gaze fixed at the reference-point for a short duration (approx. 1 sec.) and shifts by saccadic movement to the second reference-point, fixates on this and then shifts back to the starting point. This was repeated several times. No filtering was used based on the observations on the evaluation of the smooth pursuit. The error between the estimated POG and known reference-points was measured with respect to reference-point one. Therefore, an error of approx. 10 cm in the direction of the shift is expected which is also visible in figure 7. As no filtering was used.
A comparison with others reportings of 3D estimations of POG is seen in Table 1 . Our results are comparable in terms of depth error, although a smaller workspace is available. However, as the workspace is relatively positioned with respect to the device and allows for free head movements, the smaller workspace is compensated for by this.
Conclusion
A device using a fully calibrated geometric setup has been presented and evaluated. The device is relatively inexpensive and reproducible via 3D printing of the frame. The initial experiments show comparable results to state-of-the-art methods still allowing free head movements within the working limits of the pose-sensors. Inclusion of a temporal average filtering has shown useful for fixations, however, during the experiments concerning smooth pursuit the inherited slower response time of an average filter shows clearly in terms of the measured point lacking behind the reference-point. The evaluation of saccades show good tracking of the POG with well defined shifts between two known reference-points. The expected error when gazing at the second reference point is also very distinct.
